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. Matrix of ones:
;
1.3.6. Null matrix: ;
Triangular matrices: Upper triangular:
A lower triangular matrix has the zeros above and to the right of the diagonal but arbitrary values elsewhere. Given the blocks, the partitioned matrix can be constructed in IML by use of the concatenation operators ("||" and "//").
A block-diagonal matrix is a partitioned matrix of the form with off-diagonal blocks consisting of null matrices. In IML the BLOCK function may be used to construct a block-diagonal matrix. 
Trace of a Product
Suppose A is m×n and B is n×m. Then . • Every column of B is contained in ( )
is said to be compatible if and only if for every vector k that is orthogonal to each column of A is also orthogonal to each column of B. That is, for every k such that we have that
The linear system = AX B is compatible if and only if it is consistent. A proof of this theorem is given on pages 73-74, but we will postpone proving this until we develop more tools. With these tools the proof will be evident. 
